PRODUCT FACT SHEET

Maximum efficiency for shipping –
so your goods arrive safely

Run all your shipping logistics with just one tool. Find the

Standalone software for shipping
logistics
Not dependent on the warehouse
management system you are using

best route and the right CEP provider quickly and easily.
Whatever WMS you are using. And all deployed in a private cloud, as a secure, high-performance system for
maximum availability. This is LFS.iss, a standalone solution for the efficient and cost-effective management of

Connects to various CEP service
providers

your outgoing goods processes.

Handles the dispatch of goods costeffectively

High performance and maximum availability

Integrates additional shipping methods
and services quickly and flexibly
Hosted in the private cloud at the
EPX data center

Engineered
by EPG

The International Shipping System is available as a private
cloud solution. E+P provides the necessary infrastructure at
the data center of its subsidiary EPX – Ehrhardt + Partner
Xtended, and sets up the connections to the various CEP providers.

Routing:
The integrated shipping system starts planning shipment
soon after the order is received. LFS.iss communicates directly with the higher-level WMS for this purpose. All the relevant information for the order is used to generate a routing
code for optimal routing, which is reported back to the
WMS.
Shipping label:
After the goods are picked and packed, LFS.iss selects the
right routing information based on the relevant order data. A
barcoded shipping label is then created with all the applicable data, such as address, weight, number of packages,

EDI:

routing code and shipping unit number – always taking into

For dispatch, LFS.iss generates proof of delivery for each

account the specific requirements of each CEP provider.

specific parcel delivery service. The system also records and
makes all the information available, such as the name of the
collecting agent and the license plate of the vehicle. All the
data is transferred quickly and securely to the service provider via EDI.

BENEFITS AT A GL ANCE:
Greater efficiency and transparency for shipping processes
Freight shipment lists for specific parcel service providers
Preparation of import-function and calculation of routing codes
Conversion to CEP-specific data formats, such as Edifact Iftmin, Fortras, XML, etc.
Fast and secure data exchange (EDI) via FTP, SFTP, etc.
Private cloud solution reduces operating costs
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24/7 availability

